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In situ high-pressure powder-diffraction experiments on organic compounds has been performed at
the cubic multi-anvil press MAX80 installed at the F2.1 synchrotron beamline [1]. Energy Disperse
X-ray (EDX) analysis has been applied. The white synchrotron radiation combined with a constants
diffraction angle θ=4.5035o has been used. The pressure range in these experiments ranged from
atmospheric to approximately 50 kbar. The pressure calibration was based on the compression of
NaCl [2]. The hexagonal phase of boron nitride (h-BN) has been applied as the pressure medium.
Several different organic compounds have been analysed using an 8 mm in size highpressure cubic cell. The samples were mounted in a h-BN cylinder in the middle of cube made of a
mixture of boron and epoxy resin. The cube was placed between six anvils of the MAX80 press.
The samples investigated included perchlorate and tetrafluoroborate salts of
1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane, for which phase transitions on cooling were observed before.
Although at room temperature both salts are isostructural, their low-temperature behaviour is
drastically different. Main structural transformations may be described by conformational changes
of the cation, proton transfers between the donor and acceptor sites in the NH+- -N bonds, and ionic
shifts and titling [3-9].
In our experiments several structural changes were observed (see Figs. 1 and 2), however
the structure could not be elucidated because of the low quality of data. The WinPLOTR
software [10] was applied to fitting profiles and determination of the unit-cell parameters and
structure.

Figure 1: Variation of the EDX diffraction pattern of 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane tetrafluoroborate in the
function of pressure.
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Figure 2: Comparison of EDX diffraction patterns of 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane perchlorate measured at
varied pressure.
The preliminary studies have shown that EDX analysis using the cubic multi-anvil press and
synchrotron radiation can be successfully applied for studying simple high-symmetry organic
compounds at high-pressure, although the signal-to-background ratio and resolution of the
measurements should be improved.
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